Gastronomic experience
Madrid, Santander, Bilbao, San Sebastián y Logroño (9 days)
This is a very special 9 day golf & lifestyle experience that offers incredible panoramic views of spectacular steep
slopes over 6 rounds in the north of Spain, complemented by 5* gastronomy and endless green mountains. Upon
arrival our local team will handle all group logistics and serve as your personal concierge throughout the trip,
which includes golf, transfers and all non-golf activities. You just need to relax and enjoy.
You will receive golf instruction both on the range with high tech slow motion video analysis, as well as playing
lessons with our Spanish golf professional. And for non golfing companions, a beautiful trip awaits with a host of
exclusive activities to discover the local cities and their hidden gems.
Transfers: Mercedes Van or similar and flights
Personal “Finest Golf” Team: 24x7 (throughout your stay) care from local experts who will take care of all logistics.
Accomodation: 5* hotels
Highlights: Visit where Seve Ballesteros grew up and play on his golf courses. Dine at some of the best restaurants
in the world, recognized with three Michelin stars, discover the first under-water wine cellar in the world and
explore architect Frank Gehry’s footprint in Bilbao’s Guggehnheim museum or the world renowned Marques de
Riscal wine cellar.
Day 1. Madrid

Transfer from the airport to your hotel. Arrival in Madrid to get a taste of the bustle of the capital. Madrid, the
capital of Spain, is a cosmopolitan city that combines the modern with a large cultural and artistic heritage. You
will meet our golf pro hosts and Finest Golf guides in the lobby, where we will review in detail the trip itinerary. Early
arrivals are encouraged to stroll the nearby shopping area and visit famous Spanish retailers like Barrio Salamanca
or Corte Ingles.
End the day with a private wine and tapas tasting.
Day 2. Madrid
Transfer from the hotel to the exclusive and private Club de Golf La Moraleja III. You will enjoy the golf course
playing with our local PRO.

Campo III at Golf La Moraleja, is a Jack Nicklaus Signature Golf Course that opened in 2013 and enhances Golf
La Moraleja’s already impressive offering of Nicklaus Design golf courses. The design has transformed a previously
flat terrain by introducing small hills of varying significance at different locations in order to achieve a course with
multiple play options on almost all the holes. The course was ranked the third best golf course in Spain by Golf
Digest.
FOR NON GOLFERS: You will meet your Finest Golf guide in the lobby of your hotel and spend the morning
discovering about historical and artistic Madrid. You will visit the Old Quarter, seeing attractions such as Puerta de
Alcala, Cibeles Fountain, Palacio Real and Plaza Mayor. You will also enjoy the famous Spanish food market
called Mercado de San Miguel.
FOR ALL: Special afternoon-evening activity depending on your taste: fun, culture, gastronomy, shopping…

Day 3. Madrid-Santander
Flight Madrid-Santander. Transfer to the 5* hotel to settle in. After that, transfer to the private golf course Real Golf
de Pedreña to play. The golf club is located in one of the most beautiful parts of Cantabria. The location, the
scenery and the design make Pedreña one of a kind. The layout of the course has been adapted to the natural
topography of the terrain.
This natural 18-hole course designed in 1929 by Harry S. Colt, is surrounded by pinewoods and has magnificent
views of Santander Bay and the Cubas estuary.
It was extended in 1991 with new 9 holes designed and built by Severiano Ballesteros. The extension consists of 7
holes running along the banks of the river Cubas estuary and finishing on the 8th and 9th inside the pinewoods,
which are a typical feature of Pedreña.

FOR NON GOLFERS: Wake up and head out for a tour of Santander; one of the most elegant and beautiful cities
on the North Coast of Spain. Both the sea and the mountains are ever-present in this city, which captivates visitors
with its aristocratic atmosphere, its 19th-century buildings, its charming outdoor terraces and its spectacular bay,
considered to be one of the most beautiful in the world.

FOR ALL: Enjoy a visit to Magdalena Isle. At the highest point of La Magdalena Peninsula, surrounded by woods
and cliffs, stands the Royal Palace, built by popular demand as the summer residence of King Alfonso XIII and
Queen Victoria Eugenia. It was an event that changed the history of the city, turning the Cantabrian capital into
a summer court and a tourist destination for most of the aristocracy and bourgeoisie of the country, and
becoming the main economic and social driving force of Santander.
After the visit, we will take you to a local fish restaurant.

Day 4. Bilbao
Transfer in the luxury van from Santander to Bilbao. Bilbao, with its internationally renowned Guggenheim Museum,
is the gateway to the Basque cultural universe. It is a city that is a global example of urban transformation, but yet
has managed to maintain a number of hallmarks that make it singular and unique.
Check in at the 5* hotel. Transfer to the private Real Sociedad de Golf de Neguri. The 18-hole course has a total
length of 6,280 meters, with a par 72 and a slope value of 126. It is located 60 meters above sea level and was
designed by Javier Arana.
The opening holes are set picturesquely by the sea, while the back nine holes are lined with trees. It is a
comfortable course, without great distances from hole to tee, without major slopes, and one that does not cause
too much physical wear and tear. The arrival at the 18th is spectacular with the clubhouse in the background,
while the sea views from the outward nine are unforgettable.

For non golfers: We cross the bridge and climb under the shadow of the Isozaki Towers, Isozaki Atea, to see the
Ibaigane Palace, an example of Neo-Basque residential architecture, steeped in the history and tradition of
Bilbao and its football club,Athletic. From Alameda Mazarredo we examine the La Salve Bridge and the flower
sculpture “Puppy” receives us at the entrance to the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao.
After visiting the Guggenheim Museum, and immersing ourselves in the art, another great Basque art form awaits:
their cuisine. We are spoilt for choice for places to indulge our senses with the local gastronomy.

Day 5. San Sebastian
Transfer in the luxury van from Bilbao to San Sebastian. This city is the gastronomic paradise of Europe. In the
journey to San Sebastian, we will stop in Plentzia to visit the Crusoe Treasure: a limited-edition boutique wine aged
at the bottom of the sea in the first underwater cellar and artificial reef in the world.
Crusoe Treasure is created for adventurous and passionate wine lovers who wish to experience fine wine and
unique spirits unlike anything on land. Unlike other beverages, Crusoe Treasure has perfected the science of
aging wine underwater through years of research and technology innovation. They are dedicated to
revolutionizing the wine industry through sustainable practices while creating greater awareness about our
oceans. After this experience, we will drive to San Sebastian, and check in to our 5* hotel, and enjoy a fabulous
meal. During the afternoon, we will embark on a walking tour around the old part of the city.
For diner, or lunch… we recommend the 3 Michelin star restaurants that are located in the surroundings of the city
such as: Arzak, Berasategui, Akelarre or Mugaritz.

Day 6. San Sebastián
For golfers: Transfer to Golf Blue Green Seignosse in France. The spectacular Blue Green Seignosse Golf Club is
unlike any other. Recognized by the world's greatest players and consistently voted amongst the fifty best courses
in Europe, Seignosse has been brilliantly designed by architect Robert Van Hagge. This is a course with character
and winding fairways, but which remains accessible to all golfers. It´s close to Hossegor, in the French Basque
Country.

NON-GOLFERS: Cooking lessons.
GROUP: The entire group will discover the best 10 pintxos in the city, and relax with a nice cocktail while taking in
the amazing views.
Day 7. Logroño
Transfer in the luxury van from San Sebastian to The Rioja wine area. We will stop along the way in El Ciego, a
medieval village, to enjoy a wine tasting and some delicious tapas while discovering the historic monuments and
churches.
Then we will arrive at Marqués de Riscal Wine Cellar and hotel, Logroño. Canadian architect Frank O.Gehry,
designer of the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum, is behind the highly unusual project of the Marque de Riscal winery,
on the Rioja wine route. The winery is the oldest and most traditional of La Rioja, open since 1860 and famous for
its pioneering, innovative, non-conformist approach. The explosion of color and shapes created by Gehry creates
a movement through the forms which simultaneously stands out yet matches the environment. The facades of
stone and wood windows contrast and communicate with the traditional nineteenth century buildings.

Day 8. Logroño
Transfer to Golf Course Izki. This golf course, designed by the legendary Severiano Ballesteros, brings innovation to
golf architecture. The design of its spectacular holes and open fairways, surrounded by oaks and hollies, make
playing at Izki a unique experience to enjoy golf and nature alike.

NON-GOLFERS. We will organize a visit to Haro the city of the wine, to visit two wine cellars. The city has an
important architectural heritage, including the main entrance of the Santo Tomás Church, the work of Felipe
Vigarny, numerous palaces, and the old town, which was declared a Historic-Artistic Site in 1975.
ALL: After the visit, we will return to the hotel, to indulge in Spa Vinothérapie® Caudalie Marqués de Riscal. The
spa offers a wide range of therapies, among them the water circuit - a delightful journey from the heated indoor
swimming pool with its pummeling water jets to the hammam, the Finnish sauna and Jacuzzi, and then the
rainforest shower which evokes the sensation of walking through the rain over smooth river stones giving rise to
invigorating sensations that promote wellness..
Day 9. MADRID- BACK HOME
Return journey to Madrid. Onward flight to place of origin.

